The Dell Medical School Chapter of the TMA/AMA is a great opportunity for medical students to get involved in organized medicine at a state and national level. Each year, we provide a multitude of opportunities to engage with the local community and state and national medical organizations. We have multiple recurring community service events, including Hard Hats for Little Heads, Be Wise Immunize, and Walk with a Doc. We also participate in the general meetings of the TMA and AMA, which present opportunities to network with physicians and medical students, as well as to write and propose policies for the organizations. During the biannual meetings of the Texas Legislature, we partake in the First Tuesdays events for physicians and medical students statewide to lobby for our interests at the Capitol.

Every student at Dell Medical School is automatically a member of the Texas Medical Association. Members have the opportunity to pay for membership into the American Medical Association.

Check out the TMA and AMA websites respectively for more information about those umbrella organizations.

**Current 2019-2020 Student Leaders:**

**President:** Tucker Pope - tucker.pope@utexas.edu  
**Vice President:** Ruth Sanchez - ruth.sanchez@utexas.edu  
**Secretary:** Cody Cowley  
**Treasurer:** Hannah Kay  
**Community Service Co-Chairs:** Laura Bashour and Kaylee O'Connor  
**Policy Co-Chairs:** Kayla Nussbaum and Kelsey Mumford  
**AMA Delegate:** Michelle Zhang  
**AMA Alternate Delegate:** Darsh Shah  
**TMA Delegate:** Nina Lemieux  
**TMA Alternate Delegate:** Jessica Killingley  
**AMA Recruitment Coordinator:** Thomas Varkey  
**Social Media Chair:** Ariane Lemieux  

**Faculty**

*Mark McClellan, MD, PhD*

*Karen Kollar (TMA Advisor) — karen.kollar@texmed.org*
Part of our TMA leadership team at the 2020 Winter Conference

Our members at the TMA Fall 2018 conference in Austin

Below is a picture of our AMA rep (Khaled Abdelrahman) along with all of the other AMA delegates from region 3 of the US at the annual national AMA meeting in Chicago 2018.
Past Student Leaders

2016-2017 Student Leaders
President: Jeffrey Traylor
Secretary: Taylor Smyth
Treasurer: Pooja Parikh
AMA Delegate: Ariane Lemieux
TMA Delegate: Leonard Edwards
2017-2018 Student Leaders
President: Praveen Satarasinghe
Vice President: Emily Rosen
Secretary: Dekolaya Burton
Treasurer: Alex Wright
Community Service Coordinator: Ruth Sanchez
AMA Delegate: Khaled Abdelrahman
TMA Delegate: Tucker Pope

2018-2019 Student Leaders:
President: Ariane Lemieux
Vice President: Ciaura Brown
Secretary: Thomas Varkey
Treasurer: Katie Walsh
Community Service Co-Chairs: Katherine Jenson & Sharmila Paul
Policy Chair: Priyanka Jagannathan
AMA Delegate: Dayal Rajagopalan
AMA Alternate Delegate: Yousuf Ahmed
TMA Delegate: Madeline Hanes
TMA Alternate Delegate: Brittany Moore